
white collection - cross bookcase   

decoaid by Geitani

The Cross bookcase is a light-
weight modular wall display 
system based on a single geo-
metric cross units that can be 
combined into different compo-
sitional possibilities. White frosted 
glass displays could be added to 
the cross composition. A flexible 
system, the cross bookcase works 
for private and collective environ-

       

Materials:   
White painted wood
Frosted glass

Dimensions: L.525  D.225  H.25 cm

L.225  D.225  H.25 cm

 



floating bed

decoaid by Geitani

Inspired by the structure of na-
ture, the bed consists of repet-
itive modules connected to-
gether to build one bed shell. 
The module is composed of 
three types of bent solid wood 
slats that interleave giving it the 
appearance of a floating bed. 
The bent slats give ventilation, 
stability and uniform support to 
the mattress, while letting pos-
itive energy flow. The sleeping 
base can become the base 
for a living platform, by add-
ing or removing its compo-
nents on both sides of the bed.
   
    

Materials:   maple solid wood 

Dimensions: L.250  D.185 cm



floating bed
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glifi sideboard

decoaid by Geitani

The sideboard exposes its 
skeleton to the exterior and 
shows a flat surface to the 
interior. Two wood rings com-
bined to the shell with metal 
dowels produce a strong 
structure floating on thin 
gun-metal elements. The shell 
is made of carved solid wood 
cedar with a brushed straight 
fine pattern and large pattern 
for the panels. The central 
front panel can pull up and 
hangs on the shelf if need-
ed to reveal a serving table 
extension. The sideboard 
can have variable dimen-
sions and configurations due 
to its modular composition.

       

Materials:   
cedar wood 
metal gun metal

Dimensions: L.220 D.42  H.63.2 cm
L.240 D.50  H.72.2 cm



glifi sideboard
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vibes collection - console   

decoaid by Geitani

Vibes series brings feelings of 
natural warmth and comfort. Its 
contemporary simplicity is derived 
from both its silhouette and the 
feeling of lightness created by the 
space beteween the wood slats. It 
engages the play of light and shadow 
by revealing and utilizing negative 
space, enhancing the visual 
interaction with its environment.t.

       

Materials:   Maple solid wood 
Red copper

Dimensions: L.270  D.43.55H.63 cm

L.240  D.43.5  H.63 cm
 



vibes collection - console   

decoaid by Geitani



vibes collection - console   
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vibes collection - buffet warmer   

decoaid by Geitani

An amber glass top with a red copper 
frame covers the top of the buffet warmer. 
Three integrated  ceramic cookers make for 
a practical buffet warmer. Wooden drawers 
and copper accessories make the buffet a 
great storage solution.

       

Materials:   
Maple solid wood
Red copper

Dimensions: L.270 D.73.5 H.91.7 cm

L.240 D.73.5 H.91.7 cm
 



vibes collection - buffet warmer   

decoaid by Geitani



vibes collection - coffee table   

decoaid by Geitani

An oval shaped amber glass  or copper 
top can be added to the coffee table.

       

Materials:   Maple solid wood
Red copper

Dimensions: L.240  D.43.5  H.40.7cm



vibes collection - coffee table   

decoaid by Geitani



vibes collection - coffee table   
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vibes collection - coffee table   
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lantern lighting

decoaid by Geitani

The luminaire is a modern 
interpretation of the 
traditional eastern lantern.
Made from perforated 
wood panels with a 
customizable pattern, the 
modular luminaire can 
be used in three different 
models. As a suspension 
lamp with four modules 
combined, as a floor lamp 
with two modules, and as a 
wall lamp with one module.

   
    

Materials:   
maple solid wood 
red copper

Dimensions: L.160  D.40 cm
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white collection - table

decoaid by Geitani

The floating table has an     ele-
gant profile with exposed struc-
ture. It is a mix of glass, metal and 
wood. Each element is meant to 
accomplish a certain function: 
aluminum accessories support 
the glass top while sitting on the 
wood structure with splayed legs. 
The white table can be combined 
with two tabletop finishes, white 
frosted glass or white wooden top. 
       

Materials:   

White painted wood 
white frosted glass 
maple wood 
white aluminum

Dimensions: L.354  D.110  H.73 cm
 



white collection - table
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mediterranean collection - console   

decoaid by Geitani

The sideboard is made of repetitive 
solid wood frames with colored 
acrylic top. The top is available 
in a variety of mediterranean 
colors (amber, azure and olive).t.

       

Materials:   
maple solid wood 
colored acrylic

Dimensions: L.240  D.45  H.63 cm
 



mediterranean collection - console   

decoaid by Geitani
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mediterranean collection - floating table
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daisy pendant lighting

decoaid by Geitani

       

Materials:   
maple solid wood 
red copper

Dimensions: diam 120 cm
 

The daisy pendant light takes its 
inspiration from the  flowing and 
open form of the daisy flower. 
The light radiates through and 
along the thin wood petals, 
creating a graduated display 
of luminescence. The hand-
assembled daisy shade  creates 
a sense of flow to the space.


